The Westing Game
Weebly Project: Character Description Page Guidelines
Make sure you include...
●

The character’s full name, and any fake names that he or she has used
○ Example: J.J. (Josie Jo) Ford

●

Where he or she lives (apartment number if applicable)
○ Example: JJ Ford lives in apartment 4D in Sunset Towers.

●

Who his or her partner is
○ Example: Turtle’s partner in the Westing Game is Flora Baumbach.

●

What clues they received, and any interpretations they have
○ Example: Turtle and Flora received the clues: SEA MOUNTAIN AM O and they
think they are supposed to invest in the stock market using those clues as a
guide.

●

What position they listed in the Westing Game
○ Example: Angela listed her position as “none.”

●

Anything they DO repeatedly
○ Example: Turtle kicks people in the shin if they touch her braid.

●

A physical description (what they look like)
○ Example: Turtle is an 11 yearold girl who has brown hair, which she always
wears in a braid, and she often wears handmedowns from her sister.

●

A description of how others see him or her, and how they see themselves
○ Example: Everyone thinks Angela is perfect because she is pretty and is getting
married to a doctor, but she is not happy underneath the surface.

●

A description of his or her opinions about other characters
○ Example: JJ Ford thinks Otis Amber is stupid.

●

Any secrets you find out about the character (stuff you know about the character
that other characters don’t) or lies you notice him or her telling
○ Example: Sydelle’s limp is fake

○
●

Example: Grace’s maiden name was Windkloppel

ANY Connections to Sam Westing
○ Example: Berthe Erica Crow called Sam Westing “Windy” during the reading of
the will.

